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Chapter 1

Developing a Reflexive Method in Archaeology

Ian Hodder

The aim of this chapter is to situate the methods
used at the site into the contexts in which we work.
This contextualizing of method is one of the key
struts of a reflexive method. Rather than the empha
sis on universal method seen in positivist archaeol
ogy, the emphasis is on developing methods sensitive
to context and problem.

Where is Catalhoyiik?

The first and simplest answer to this question (see
also Chapter 8 by Ayfer Bartu) is that Qatalhoyiik is
in central Turkey, near Qumra in the Konya region.
The East mound is largely Neolithic in date and has
a range of radiocarbon dates for its 20 m sequence
from 6400 bc to 5600 bc (Hodder 1996). Qatalhoyiik
was first excavated between 1961 and 1965 by James
Mellaart (Mellaart 1967) and became of international
importance because of its size and complexity at an
early date outside the Fertile Crescent — i.e. outside
the heartlands of animal and plant domestication in
the Near East. But the importance of the site tran
scended these factors because of the sculpture and
painting found at the site. Indeed, the site has re
tained a central significance despite the discovery in
the last thirty years of large complex sites at earlier
dates in Turkey and the Near East. It is the art which
has won for Qitalhoyiik this continued reknown.
Mellaart understood the art to have been produced
in a priestly quarter of the city and he suggested a
social and political organization of some complexity.

The site was abandoned in 1965 and the present
project began work in 1993. The first three years of
work concentrated on the study of surface features
using non-intrusive techniques. These studies On the
Surface were published in 1996 (Hodder 1996). From
1996 the project has had three components. First,
archaeological excavation has concentrated on con
tinuing the work of Mellaart in the southwest of the
East mound and it has begun to expose buildings on
the north part of that mound. Regional survey has 

been undertaken by a team led by Douglas Baird and
palaeoecological work by a team led by Neil Roberts.
Second, conservation research has been led by Frank
Matero from the University of Pennsylvania and his
team. This has concentrated on methods for the con
servation and lifting of paintings and sculpture.
Third, a team led by Orrin Shane from the Science
Museum of Minnesota has dealt with various as
pects of the public presentation of the site, including
educational programmes, CD-Rom (also produced
by a team from Karlsruhe), and a visitor centre.

The context in which we work

One immediate context is the people from the local
village and town, several of whom work at the site.
Their interests in the site are varied, from the com
mercial desire to set up a shop, to the desire for
labour, to the sets of local beliefs in the mounds.
These latter include the idea that the ancient mounds
in the Konya plain contain the spirits of the dead,
which can sometimes be seen at night moving from
mound to mound (for these and other local beliefs
see Shankland 1996). But local communities also use
the mounds of the plain (although not Qatalhdyiik
which has been fenced and is continually guarded)
to obtain earth for making mud-bricks. The mounds
are also used for picnics and leisure pursuits.

Whenever we hold a press day we get massive
press coverage, in both local and national media.
This is at least partly because Qatalhoyiik is taught
in schools and in the press as one of the 'origins of
Anatolian civilization'. The exhibit about the site in
the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations at Ankara
has recently been re-installed as a major feature.

The project caters for this national interest by
developing a programme for schools. This involves
local schoolchildren who come to do activities at the
site. Another version is the British Airways competi
tion in collaboration with the national newspaper Yeni
Yiizyil. Schoolchildren were asked, through the news-
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paper, to write an essay on the title 'Why is Qatalhoyiik
important for Turkey?'. Those who won the competi
tion were brought to the site and then to Cambridge.

The nationalist emphasis has a different fla
vour locally. The site is located in a conservative
area of Turkey in which Islamic fundamentalism
and nationalism are strong forces. Many local politi
cians and officials are members of religious funda
mentalist parties (e.g. Refali, now banned) or of
nationalist parties such as MHP. When these politi
cians talk to the press at the site they drape the podium
in the Turkish flag and talkof the importance of the site
for the Turkish nation. But their relations with the site
are often ambiguous. After all, the site is pre-Islamic
and clearly pre-Turkic. In addition it is being exca
vated by an international team funded by international
companies. But the politicians manage to twist these
features of the site to their advantage and they talk
of the international focus showing the importance of
the site, region and nation. They talk of the gift they
are making to the world. They point to the long
tradition of achievement in Anatolia.

When the European Union Ambassador to Tur
key visits the site, his rhetoric in front of the press is
very different. In fact it is diametrically opposed to
the national politicians. He talks of the contribution
made by the European Union to the project and the
site. He talks of the Union's interest in Turkey and in
its culture. He emphasizes precisely the non-Islamic
character of the site in order to argue for a secular
state in modern Turkey. He argues that at the time of
Qatalhdyiik the boundaries between Europe and Asia
did not exist, that we are all part of a common cul
ture, that nations had not yet come into being. He
links the site to Europe and to international relations
and cooperation.

And then there are the sponsors. When they
talk to the press at the site, they drape the podium in
the logos of their companies. They have their own
specific agendas. For example, a credit card com
pany wishes to show that the obsidian exchanged at
the site is the origin of the credit card. They wish
their sponsorship to be used to further this idea in an
exhibit in the Visitor Centre that we are building by
the site. Other sponsors emphasize the scientific as
pects of the project's work, or an airline company
uses the images of flying vultures in the art to adver
tise 'flying back to the past'. A Turkish bank sup
ports the project because the obsidian was 'banked'
in hoards below the floors. In our reports to these
various sponsors, different aspects of our work have
to be emphasized and given prominence.

There are many other special interest groups.

For example, the nearby city of Konya has long been
central to the trade in kilims (a type of Turkish car
pet). There is a widespread belief that the origins of
the designs found in kilims can be traced in the art at
Qatalhdyiik. But the most important group, numeri
cally, with which have to deal are the varied New
Age or Women's Groups. Busloads of tourists on
Goddess Tours of Turkey make Qatalhoyiik the
highpoint of their visit. Other Goddess communities
visit in smaller groups or interact with the project
via the Web. There are several alternative (Jatalhdyiik
websites provided by New Age or Goddess groups.
In fact there is a great diversity of groups ranging
from hardline feminist, to eco-feminist, to Goddess
worshippers, to women simply interested in the role
of women in early times. Although for many of these
groups Marija Gimbutas and James Mellaart are fo
cal figures, there is no consensus of viewpoint.

So there are a large number of groups of people
who want to tell different and conflicting stories
about Qatalhoyiik. We are in various ways depend
ent on these different constituencies (financially, ad
ministratively, politically, socially, local goodwill,
etc.) and have to find ways of working with them if
we want to survive. The interactions between these
groups are often dangerous and threaten to under
mine the project. For example, there is considerable
tension between some Goddess communities and
the local people as will be described below. There is
some doubt about the viability of an international
project dealing with pre-Islamic and pre-Turkic re
mains in a part of Turkey which is religiously funda
mentalist and politically nationalist. At the very least,
survival of the project, if that proves possible, is
enhanced by a fuller attempt to understand and in
teract with the multiple voices which surround it.

Method: where IS £atalhbyiik?

So how should we respond to the fact that so many
groups want to tell different stories about the site? One
response in archaeology has been to erect barriers and
to police the boundaries of the discipline. Archaeolo
gists have increasingly faced a plethora of alternative
voices, especially in a post-colonial context where ar
chaeology is involved in indigenous rights and claims.
Many archaeologists have been frightened by this pro
liferation of voices and have sought comfort in an au
thoritarian archaeological science; science as objective
and untrammeled by politics. But, on the whole, this
oppositional strategy has proved less successful than
accommodation and compromise, as seen in the pass
ing of the NAGPRA act in the United States.
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Another response to
multivocality in archaeol
ogy is to emphasize the
presentation of the past to
different communities and
constituencies. And cer
tainly, at Qatalhoyiik, we
have programmes for the
presentation of the site and
its interpretation in the
Visitor Centre, where there
will be multilingual dis
plays and a community ex
hibit. We have obtained
sponsorship funding for
the experimental construc
tion of replica houses, and
the Friends of Qatalhoyiik
are seeking funds to build
other reconstructions. The

Figure 1.1. Working in one of the laboratories in the Qatalhoi/iik dig house.Friends have also provided
a tent over part of the ex
cavations so that they can remain open to visitors all
year round. We provide panels which explain our
work in the different parts of the site to tourists.

But all this emphasis on the presentation of the
site leaves untroubled the ascetic and antiseptic calm
of the research laboratories in the dig house. Archae
ologists readily deal with multivocality at the inter
face between their work and the outside world. They
less easily allow that outside world to interfere into
the calm objective world of the scientific analysis of
data. But as the outside voices increase their inten
sity and volume, and as they become ever more
sophisticated and well-informed, this monastic de
sire for closure is threatened. At Qatalhoyiik, the
confrontation occurred early on in discussions with
Goddess groups, often composed of highly articu
late and well-educated professionals. They ap
plauded the emphasis on presentation of the past,
and they welcomed the idea that alternative voices
would be included in the displays about the inter
pretation of the site. But they pointed out that if we
as archaeologists handed over the data to others to
interpret, a bias remained. They said that 'the data
are already interpreted by you'. This statement con
fronts the ascetic calm of the laboratory scientist and
the self-contained methods of the field excavators. It
shows that alternative voices have to be included in
the very construction of the data themselves. We
cannot just hand over objective data to interested
groups. At least some of those groups recognize that
interpretation is involved in the very collection of evi

dence, in the laboratory itself, and at the trowel's edge.
If the project responds to multivocality simply

by building a visitor centre and making a CD-Rom,
then the authority of archaeological science is re
tained. The archaeologist acts as the guardian and
interpreter who hands over knowledge to a wider
world. But once we let these conflicting voices into
the construction or discovery of data, the old centres of
archaeological authority begin to be eroded. Archaeo
logical knowledge becomes part of a network or flow.

We need different methods to handle this new
situation and it is these we are calling a 'reflexive
method'. This debate in archaeology is parallel to
those in ethnography (e.g. Clifford & Marcus 1986)
but the challenge in archaeology is different because
archaeology bridges into the natural sciences. The
focus in ethnography has been on writing. But in
archaeology a critical reflexivity has to deal not just
with writing but also with those aspects of method
which involve scientific observation and natural sci
ence techniques — that is with the laboratory and
the excavation trench.

The challenge of introducing multivocality and
reflexivity in the laboratory and trench is being dealt
with by taking 12 tentative steps at Qatalhoyiik. These
are only examples in an ongoing process of experi
mentation with different ideas.

1. Every one or two days during the excavation, the
laboratory staff visit the excavation areas on the site.
This is possible because faunal, archaeobotanical,
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Figure 1.2. General view of excavation underway in the
South area.

lithic, ceramic, soil micromorphological, ground
stone, human remains and other specialists are
present on the site during excavation. The aim of the
discussions between the laboratory and field staff is
twofold. From the point of view of the laboratory
staff, information is gained about context. For exam
ple, it is helpful for the ceramics specialist to know if
there is some uncertainty about the stratigraphical
relations and dating of a layer, hearth or other con
text. From the point of view of the field staff, the
tours by the laboratory specialists provide them with
information about what they are excavating. For ex
ample, a faunal specialist might be able to recognize
in the field the anima] species and skeletal parts.
This might help the excavator to interpret what is
being excavated and thus make appropriate deci
sions about sampling strategies. This takes us to a
second part of the Qatalhoyiik methodology.

2. Many approaches in field archaeology assume, 

despite provisos about 'theory-ladenness', the objec
tive sanctity of the archaeological data. As a result,
sampling strategies are often developed which can
be applied in a wide variety of different contexts.
The codification and systematization of archaeologi
cal recording procedures have also been encouraged
by the development of cultural resource manage
ment. Sampling strategies are adopted 'off the shelf',
using pre-set formulae. In practice, archaeologists
have a duty to be responsible to what they find. As a
result sampling strategies are often changed as a
survey or excavation progresses. But even the most
codified of sampling strategies involves making in
terpretive decisions. For example, it may have been
decided to excavate 10 per cent of all pits on a site,
but 20 per cent of the hearths. It becomes necessary
to interpret a feature as a pit or hearth before excava
tion. And what happens if a new category of feature
is found, such as a ritual hearth? In order to avoid
these difficulties at Qatalhoyiik, we have replaced
decisions about sampling with negotiations about
priorities. When the laboratory staff tour the excava
tion areas, they discuss with the field staff which
layers and features should be prioritized. Different
members of the team argue for this or that layer or
feature to be sampled more intensively (wet-sieving
as opposed to dry-sieving for example). The per
centages of deposits of a particular type which have
been prioritized can be monitored. The priority con
texts are retained in all further laboratory analysis.
In this way, the sampling (prioritizing) can be re
lated to the changing interpretation of the site and
its features. It can be moulded to the particular site
and adapted to the particular interpretation. But also
this process ensures that all specialists look at the
same samples so that for those samples studied there
is the maximum contextual information available.

3. Another characteristic of many field approaches is
that they assume the self-evident nature of 'the ar
chaeological object'. For example, when trays of ar
tefacts are brought into the laboratory from the field
they are usually divided into pottery, metal, bone,
shell, lithics and so on. These divisions determine
how these objects are then studied and published.
The artefacts are sent off to the pottery, metal, bone
and so on specialists. This common archaeological
procedure involves wrenching artefacts out of their
context. Decontextualized they become difficult to
interpret except in universalist terms. At Qatalhoyiik
we have recognized that this process does not help
the understanding of the site or of individual object
categories. The need for interaction and integration 
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lies behind our emphasis on having all the different
types of specialist present at the site. But we have
also recognized that the categories themselves are
arbitrary and dependent on the scale at which we
happen to work. At the microscope level small pieces
of obsidian might be used as filler in pottery. They
are thus not 'lithics' but 'pottery'. At the large scale,
we have attempted to define 'objects' which cut across
traditional categories. For example, the study of
'refuse' involves all types of materials, as do the
'objects' 'burning', 'decoration', 'food' or 'domesti
cation'. In these ways the interactions between the
different types of specialists are again maximized.

4. Another aim of the tours by the laboratory staff is
to get information back to the field staff as quickly as
possible. The reason for this is to discourage the idea
of excavation as a mechanical process of recording
objective data. Rather, the aim is to encourage the
idea of excavation involving interpretation at the
trowel's edge. In order to interpret stratigraphy prop
erly, it helps to know the date of the pottery in the
layers. In order to identify a floor it may be helpful
to know about the degree of abrasion of pottery and
bone. So, as we dig, we need to know as much as
possible about what we are digging. This knowl
edge and our interpretations will determine the sam
pling strategies we use. At (^atalhoyuk, the laboratory
staff are thus asked to 'fast-track' the material from
some layers and contexts. In other words, they look
at this material quickly and feed back the results to
the field staff. Other potential ways of speeding up
the flow of information include digital recording
and planning. In this way plots and plans could be
examined immediately. Histograms and compari
sons could be made immediately so that excavation
can take place with maximum knowledge of what is
being uncovered.

5. An integrated and fluid data base is essential for
any attempt to link different participants in an ar
chaeological project. At Qatalhoyuk we have invested
in a computer network so that the field and labora
tory specialists can query each other's data and make
comments on the provisional interpretations of their
colleagues. All the different types of data, from field
records to plans and drawings to measurements of
lithic and ceramic artefacts to the film and diary data
to be described below are available on the same data
base. The separate computers are linked by a hub to
one central computer to which all have access. The
high degree of circuitry that is thus produced means
that interpretations can always be in a state of flux, 

'data' can continually be reconsidered and trans
formed, and conclusions are momentary.

6. However much one might want to create a fluid
and flexible data base, some degree of fixity and
codification is necessary. This is in order to allow
comparison and in order to handle very large
amounts of data. But any data base is a construct,
and it is important that the user understands it as
such. The user of a data base has to be able to situate
it within its own context of production. In order to
do this at Qatalhoyuk we have reverted to the writ
ing of a diary. This is written into the data base and
cross-referenced. Thus, if a user wants to find out
about layer 321, it is possible to find all the diary
entries relating to layer 321 as well as the codified
lists of animal bones, ceramics etc. found within it.
The diary allows the user of the data base to under
stand what the excavators were assuming as they exca
vated a particular layer. It allows understanding of
why the layer was excavated and sampled in a particu
lar way. It allows the biases and preunderstandings to
be explored. But writing the diary too has a beneficial
effect. Other people read the entries as they are made
and so the circuitry of information is enhanced. Also,
the writing of the diary makes the excavator reflect
on the excavation process and evaluate that process
in relation to the questions that are being asked.

7. In the same way, video recording of the excava
tion process leads to a reflexive stance. At Qital-
hbyiik, the discussions by laboratory staff on the
tours of the site (see point I above) are video re
corded, as are summaries of their work by the field
and laboratory staff. These video recordings are then
digitized and edited into 1- to 2-minute clips which
are placed on CD-Roms. The clips can be accessed
by a keyword search system. Thus, it is possible to
search for layer 321 in the data base and not only
find the artefact and field records and the diary en
tries but also the video clips. These clips may show
the excavator of layer 321 describing her or his work,
pointing to the layer, and explaining its interpreta
tion. This process allows the user of the data base to
understand using visual information. It also allows
the user to understand the assumptions and miscon
ceptions under which the excavation was undertaken.
The 'data' thus become relativized within a particu
lar context of production of archaeological knowl
edge. Again, as with the diary, the process of filming
itself means that information is circulated around
members of the project as recording and viewing
take place. Reflexivity occurs as project members are
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Figure 1.3. Investigating different modes of
representation: Mark Knight and Nessa Leibhammer
engaged in recording the same bins in 'scientific' and
’artistic' modes.

asked to explain their work and assumptions before
the camera.

8. Being reflexive and self-critical involve a consider
able amount of energy and commitment to theoreti
cal awareness. In practice, archaeologists may have
little time for and inclination for 'navel gazing', de
spite the benefits derived. In addition, most archae
ologists are not trained in the observation of living
cultural behaviour. Thus, at Qitalhdyuk, anthropolo
gists work with us, dedicated to the study of the
construction of knowledge at the site. They partici
pate in our daily lives on the site, observing and
conducting interviews. One studies the ways our
interpretations are embedded within unrecognized
assumptions and pressures. Another explores the
visual conventions through which we see and record
the site (in the form of plans, section drawings, arte
fact drawings, photographs and video clips, and see
Fig. 1.3). Another studies the impact of our presence
on the local communit}'. The presence of people ques
tioning assumptions has a destabilizing effect on the
excavation and research teams. But a lack of stability
is necessary if a critical approach is to be taken and if
the project is to remain responsive to a changing
world around it.

9. In order to facilitate maximum participation in the
interpretation of the site from a variety of different
communities, steps are being taken to place the en
tire (^atalhoyiik data base on the Web. The aim is to
provide a data base which is accessible and multi
media. This type of openness may conflict with the 

interests of individuals and groups with special ac
cess to the site. For example, the career paths of
younger members of the project may be threatened
if others have access to, and publish, primary data.
Indeed, it is conceivable that alternative C^atalhoyuk
Web sites be set up by competing groups. However,
while the rights of individuals and groups need to
be protected, such concerns cannot justify the long
term secreting of archaeological information. Imme
diate accessibility encourages participation and
engagement in the research process itself. It enhances
multivocality.

10. The linearity of most archaeological narrative
restricts the complexity of the stories that can be
told. It also encourages the separation of evidence
and interpretation. The latter is usually presented
after the evidence has been set out. Hypertext, on
the other hand, allows accounts with multiple path
ways and incorporating multimedia. Thus a nar
rative account can be given and links provided
between the narrative and pictures, plans, and
coded artefact data. On the computer, the hypertext
user can 'click' from narrative text to data base
evidence in order to check the basis on which in
terpretations are made.

11. Archaeologists have always made plans, draw
ings and models of the buildings they excavate. These
and other reconstructions allow hypotheses about
original construction techniques to be experimented
with. They also allow wider public participation in
the understanding of a site. Today, the techniques of
virtual reality allow greater speed and flexibility in
the reconstruction experiments. The construction of
a virtual world on the computer allows visualization
and the experimentation with alternative reconstruc
tions. Also, the virtual world can be made interac
tive so that the user can ask questions about a site
and explore it from a non-specialist point of view. At
Qitalhdyiik the aim is for a virtual reconstruction of
the site to become the 'front-end' to the data base.
Non-specialist users can thus 'travel' to the virtual
site and then find out about the archaeological infor
mation to a required level of detail. Virtuality allows
experimentation with different ways of experienc
ing the site. Also, virtual reality allows us to break
down the separation of 'plan' or 'architectural draw
ing' from 'artefact' and 'activity' (Small pers. comm.).
Rather than the plan or wall elevation being seen as
mere backdrops, virtual techniques can be used so
that distributions of artefacts or chemical readings
from floors can be placed in a three-dimensional 
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context which includes architecture, sculpture and
painting. The underlying idea here is that the whole
(the overall visual impression of patterns and rela
tionships in a three-dimensional environment) is
greater that the sum of the parts (the plans, artefact
distributions, microdebitage plots, and so on).

12. At Qatalhoyiik teams from different parts of the
world are encouraged to excavate their own parts of
the site. Equivalent recording and data systems are
used, but each team uses its own traditional tech
niques of excavation and analysis. The assumption
here is that the different teams, using different meth
ods, will produce different results. By looking
through different windows each team will see and
find different (^atalhoyuks. Rather than being de
cried as chaotic, this diversity is welcomed since it is
preferable to a single perspective and monolithic
approach. The latter would produce a coherent
account but that account would be based on the
taken-for-granted assumptions of a particular ar
chaeological tradition.

There are four themes underlying the 12 reflexive
strategies being used at Qatalhbyiik:

Reflexivity
By this I mean the examination of the effects of ar
chaeological assumptions and actions on the various
communities involved in an archaeological process,
including other archaeologists and non-archaeological
communities. Examples of this type of emphasis at
Qatalhoyiik include the work of anthropologists who
study the impact of the project on the local community
as well as on national and international groups inter
ested in or visiting the site. Reflexivity is also engen
dered by the diary writing and video filming, since
these processes encourage those on the team to exam
ine their own assumptions. The diaries and videos also
provide contextual information about the excavation
process so that others can look back and critically evalu
ate the claims that have been made. The results of
archaeological research are reflexively related to the
context in which knowledge is produced.

Relationality or contextuality
The notion here is that meaning is relational. This
emphasis is seen in the reflexive attempts to relate
findings to a specific context of knowledge produc
tion. But the emphasis is also visible in the inter
relations of contextual and artefactual information.
Thus the date of a layer depends on the artefacts
found in it. But in some cases, the date of the arte

facts may depend on the stratigraphical relation
ships of the layers. In another example, at Qatalhoyiik
the interpretation of a building as a house rather
than a shrine depends on the artefacts within it. But
the interpretation of the artefacts partly depends on
whether the building is seen as a house or shrine. So,
usually in archaeology, everything depends on eve
rything else within an hermeneutic whole. Our aim
at Qatalhoyiik has been to facilitate this circuitry, for
example by having information about artefacts avail
able to excavators as they dig contexts in a trench.
The interpretation of artefact and context depend on
each other and so it is necessary to have many arte
fact and context specialists present together on site
so that information can be mutually available, espe
cially for the excavators themselves. The aim is to be
highly integrated and inter-disciplinary. Relationality
also implies flexibility in the research process. If eve
rything depends on everything else, then as I change
one variable in my analysis so there are knock-on
effects on all other variables. Thus the data base at
Qatalhoyuk is as open to change and as flexible as
possible; conclusions are seen as momentary and
always subject to change.

Interactivity
The aim here is to provide mechanisms for people to
question and criticize archaeological interpretations
that are being made, as they are being made. During
the excavation process, interaction between labora
tory and field staff is encouraged by the tours of
trenches. The prioritizing (sampling) procedures are
arrived at by negotiation between staff members.
Interactivity is also facilitated at Qatalhoyuk by the
provision of the data base on the Web and by the
provision of access routes (e.g. virtual reconstruc
tions) that are 'user friendly'. It is also facilitated by
the provision of information in diary and video form
that situates the data base and opens it up for cri
tique and alternative interpretation. The aim in the
on-site museum is to have a community section in
which a display about the site is constructed by mem
bers of the nearby village. In the museum too an inter
active CD-Rom will be provided with hypertext and
Virtual Reality components so that visitors and stu
dents can find out about the site in a non-linear wav.

Multivocality
A wide range of different groups often have conflict
ing interests in the past and wish to be engaged in
the archaeological process in different ways. The
same point is often made in feminist archaeology
(Conkey & Gero 1997). Mechanisms need to be pro-
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vided so that different discourses can take place. For
example, at Qitalhoyuk different teams excavate dif
ferent parts of the site and present their own 'win
dows' into the site. While the Web site may allow
interaction with international, educated and net
worked groups, the local rural community is best
able to interact through museum displays and visits
to the site itself. In the future it may be conceivable
to provide a modern shrine so that religious groups
such as Mother Goddess visitors can pray at the site.

Behind the 12 strategies and 4 themes there is one
theme which can be described as non-dichotomous
thinking; that is the breaking down and questioning
of categories and boundaries. Archaeologists have
always built clear boundaries around the discipline,
and in recent decades they have policed its bounda
ries ver}' carefully, especially as various 'other' claims
on the past have proliferated in a postcolonial and
global world. In this new context, it is necessary for
archaeologists to break down categories and bounda
ries, for example, the boundaries around the disci
pline, the author, around lithics, or Classical Archae
ology, or faunal analysis. It is necessary to bridge the
divide between archaeology as either science or hu
manity, as either history or anthropology, as either
objective or subjective.

One clear example of this move towards non-
dichotomous thinking is the breaking of boundaries
around the site. The notion of 'the site' is one of the
main building blocks of archaeological knowledge
and archaeological authority. Archaeologists talk of
'my site'; they say 'come and visit my site', or 'what
site are you digging at the moment?' There is some
notion in these statements of ownership, and indeed
the discipline is full of unstated rules such that indi
viduals hold the 'rights' to dig a site or to survey a
region and to publish the findings.

But at Qjtalhoyiik we see the site disperse. Dif
ferent teams produce different Qatalhdyiiks. Archae
ologists and religious experience different sites, as
do the different local, national and international con
stituencies. Different Qatalhoyuks can be visited by
accessing different Web sites. Numerous people in
teract in the interpretation of the site so that it be
comes unclear who is in and who is not in 'the team'.

So, another answer to the question 'Where is
Qatalhoyiik?' is to say that the one place Qatalhoyuk
is not is at Qatalhoyuk. By this is meant that as
varied groups, with their different interests and ex
pectations approach the site, they construct different
versions of it which are only partly rooted in the
finds made at the physical location called Qatalhoyiik.

These varied interpretations are located at other sites,
globally distributed. They are grounded in different
locales, away from the archaeological site itself.

This idea of dispersing the archaeological site is
parallel to Marcus' (1995) notion of multi-sited eth
nography. In archaeology the main fear has been the
loss of authority that seems to be implied as bounded
categories become dispersed into networks. But in
the daily practices surrounding the (^atalhoyuk
project, we are, willy-nilly, seeing a shift from the
archaeological site as a source of knowledge and
authority to the archaeological site as mediating be
tween many sites. The archaeological authority can
no longer be assumed — it has to be argued for
within a diverse network. The archaeologist contrib
utes to this network but does not dominate it.

In the practices surrounding (^atalhdyiik, ar
chaeologists increasingly act as providers or media
tors. A common experience has come to be the
following. A TV producer approaches the project.
They wish to make a film which includes the site
and the project. They want to know what we have to
say on some theme, often something to do with New
Age movements, the Goddess and alternative reli
gions. The archaeologists get interviewed and are
politely listened to, but the agenda of the producer is
clear and cynical. Whatever the specialist archaeo
logical perspective, the programme makers have to
make a film that will attract public attention. In the
editing process, the archaeological perspective is
placed on an equal footing with other points of view.
The archaeological view is seen as one among many.
The archaeological statements may get re-interpreted
within a quite different story.

We can decry this situation and lament the loss
of archaeological authority. Or we can embrace such
experiences as a function of the erosion of bounda
ries between 'high' and 'low' culture. In the latter
case, the archaeologist welcomes the wider public
appeal and recognizes the need to speak to different
communities and to argue a case in relation to a
variety of different points of view. The boundaries
around the discipline are eroded, and the enclosed
self-sufficiency of the archaeological academy is
punctured, but as mediator and provider, the ar
chaeologist enters into a wider debate, often full of
dissonance and frustration, but in which active so
cial engagement becomes possible.

Taking a stand

As the archaeological site becomes involved in a
negotiation with many other sites, it is impossible to 
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try and remain neutral, objective, distanced. As one's
words and as the data get taken and reinterpreted
within other sites, there may be a desire to scream
that 'there is no evidence for that'. But in that same
desire to produce the evidence as objective, one rec
ognizes the desire of others to do the same, from a
different point of view. One recognizes that it is
impossible to remain simply a service provider or a
mediator. The message that is provided is not neutral
— it is immediately picked up in the interests of one or
other group at the expense of others. As a professional
archaeologist and as a member of society one has to be
responsive to the impact of one's work.

One is forced, then, to take a stand. As the
evidence is taken by others to show that a matriarchy
existed at (jlatalhoyuk, the archaeologist is drawn
into an opinion, for or against. For example, in my
view the evidence that we have gained at Qatalhdyiik
suggests not an all-powerful Goddess and a priestly
elite, but daily domestic rituals and a set of beliefs
and myths in which both men and women play a
role. When talking to Goddess groups, many of
whom have provided, or have the ability to provide,
funding for the project, this alternative perspective
has not always been well received. In my lectures to
such groups, I have had members of the Goddess
community walk out in anger. I argue that Goddess
or other groups sometimes make claims that cannot
be supported by any evidence. But 1 recognize that
counter claims can also be made.

Indeed, negotiation with such groups has had
an impact on our own research agendas and strate
gies. For example, the interests of the Goddess com
munities have provided an impetus to explore the
role of women at (^atalhbyiik. One response has been
to develop a research strategy based on the analysis
of ancient DNA. In a female-centred society one
might expect that the inhabitants of houses would
be linked through the female line. Thus as house is
built above house and as family members are buried
beneath the floors of the successive houses, one
should find that daughters of daughters of daugh
ters would be found. Analysis of ancient DNA should
be able to distinguish such a pattern from one based
on male household lineages. There are of course many
difficult assumptions here (such as that those buried
beneath a house lived in that house, and so on), but
the example is presented to show how research di
rections in the scientific analysis of the material from
the site can be designed to respond to questions
from multiple sources and interests.

Negotiation with multiple voices is being un
dertaken on the project's Web site where a dialogue 

between myself and Anita Louise, a member of the
Goddess community, has been posted. There is also
the facility on the Web site to make comments and to
enter into dialogue with project members. On the
whole, there has been a positive response to the
provision of as much information as possible on the
Web site, including data files and diary entries. These
are certainly read and we hope that a more informed
debate may gradually take place. It is possible to
provide data while at the same time taking a stand.
It is possible both to mediate and to participate in
debate, as long as a reflexive context is provided —
i.e. as long as attempts are made to involve multi-
vocality, reflexivity, interactivity and contextuality.
It is possible to break down boundaries but still take
a stand in a dispersed debate.

The impact of our work on the local communi
ties is less easy to evaluate and is on-going. Cer
tainly tensions have arisen. In particular, the support
of Goddess communities has had a negative impact
locally. There is local suspicion of some of these
groups. A traditional society in which women are
covered and expected to be deferential is likely to
look askance at New Age feminists, naked God
desses, and groups dancing and chanting on the
mound. Many in the local community are wary of
newcomers and outsiders.

At some moments it has been important to take
a stand and not to participate in Goddess events so
as not to confront local feelings. It is important to
respond to the local interests in the site and a com
munity exhibit is to be incorporated into the Visitor
Centre and people from the local community have
been asked to make a video about their own inter
pretation of the site and about the work of the project.
But local views have also been important in under
standing the site itself. Our various ethnoarchaeo-
logical projects have depended very much on local
practices in their attempts to understand micromor-
phological information about the use of floors etc.
The local women have suggested uses for the ovens
found on the site which had not occurred to the
foreign members of the team.

It has also been necessary to take a stand in
relation to sponsors and local and national political
interests. Many of these groups want our work to
prove that the site is the biggest, earliest, most origi
nal, and so on. Much of our renewed work at the site
has led to a 'normalization' or 'de-mystification' of
some of the more exorbitant claims that have been
made for it. This tendency tends to disappoint many of
these groups and there is a concomitant danger of a
loss of support and revenue for the project. But it is
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necessary to take a stand and point to alternative ways
in which the site can be seen as appealing. In doing so,
the interests of sponsors and political groups can be
catered for, in partnership rather than opposition.

So we cannot simply act as neutral mediators
— providing a service to varied communities so that
they can access the past. Rather, it becomes neces
sary to accept that our 'mediation' involves a par
ticular perspective which has to be negotiated in
relation to other perspectives. The aim has been to
provide mechanisms so that others can engage in a
debate. But such a process means that we have to
enter into the debate ourselves. We cannot impose
an authority based on an objective science. Rather,
we have to argue an authority in terms of a well-
informed understanding of the data. We have to
recognize that that understanding is better informed
if opened up to alternative voices. But we also have
to act as members of society, aware of the conflicts
and tensions between diverse perspectives, and
aware of the benefits and dangers of specific uses of
the past. We have to take a stand as archaeologists
and as members of society, but we can do so in an
inclusive and non-confrontational manner.

Conclusion

The archaeological site at Qatalhoyiik does have an
impact on diverse communities in the present. It
mediates between these various groups and indi
viduals and their constructions of the past. The ar
chaeological site at Qatalhdyiik is one site among
many Qatalhdyiik sites and it is dispersed into those
sites, not existing independently of them. Yet the
archaeological site impacts on the diverse communi
ties which are networked to it. By breaking down
boundaries, and by involving people in the construc
tion of data, people's experience of the world changes.
The archaeologist is involved in an on-going nego
tiation, one that penetrates into the laboratory and
into the trench. It does seem possible to argue for a
certain authority but be involved in a plural, multi
vocal debate. It does seem possible to break down
boundaries, and move to networks and flows, with
out losing impact and purpose.

Postscript: the 1999 season

This book describes mainly the early seasons of ex
cavation at Qatalhdyiik from 1995 to 1998. During
this time the methods discussed in this volume were
experimented with. But during 1999 a six-month sea
son took place, prompted by the need to evaluate
potential damage to the lower levels of the site caused 

by a dropping water table. A team of 20 professional
archaeologists, half field and half laboratory, were
recruited. During this long season, the methods
which had been developed in previous years be
came a routine and the problems faced in earlier
seasons were not as apparent.

The aim of the long season in 1999 was to reach
natural at the base of the mound in the South area,
which involved the excavation of about six metres of
stratigraphy and much shoring. The season was a
success not only in reaching the base of the mound
and keeping within budget, but also methodologi
cally and communally. The success of the methodol
ogy is probably largely attributable to the use of a
smaller and wholly professional team so that the
close interaction between specialists in different fields
was easier. Individuals had enough experience to cope
with the integration of large amounts of information
and with the detailed recording and sampling.

Continuity over six months resulted in efficiency
and team stability, and familiarity lessened inhibitions
in group discussion and interaction. The process of
excavation, recording and interpretation was familiar
to everyone. Methodologies were adopted with rela
tive ease, and time was not needed to train students.

With a smaller team and more computer termi
nals, field data entry was more efficient allowing
quicker data querying. This was possible as with
more than one competent excavator in an area indi
viduals were able to spend time in the laboratory on
paper and computer work. Video records were made
by a trained excavator who had closer contact with
daily activities in the trench and was better equipped
to know what was archaeological!}' important both
whilst filming and editing.
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Chapter 10

Faultlines: the Construction of Archaeological Knowledge
at (^atalhoyiik1

Carolyn Hamilton

On 29 August, 1996, Shahina Farid, supervisor of
the South area of the Qatalhoyiik excavation, drew
the attention of the various teams and specialists
conducting a tour of the progress of the excavation
to three instances of faultlines on the east walls of
spaces 106 and 108. Reflecting the earlier discussions
of the excavators as they first uncovered these fea
tures, she speculated as to whether the faultlines
were the result of an earthquake or of bricks slump
ing, possibly because they were still moist when
removed from their moulds and first placed on the
walls.

In much the same way as excavation uncov
ered these faultlines, so too investigation of the
Qatalhoyiik project, i.e. of the various activities, meth
ods and dynamics by means of which archaeological
knowledge of (^atalhoyiik around 6000 bc is pro
duced, reveals interesting faultlines, the causes and
implications of which this chapter sets out to ex
plore. Just as Farid drew the touring group's atten
tion to the on-site discussions of these structural
features as they emerged, so too does this chapter
explore the explanations offered by project partici
pants of the project faultlines as they emerged. In so
doing the chapter seeks not simply to account for
those faultlines, but to understand the recursive re
lations between them and the way in which features
like the structural faultlines, are observed, discussed,
affect and are turned into archaeological knowledge.

Methodology

This preliminary chapter is based on a limited (one
month) period of fieldwork, conducted in the mid
dle of the 1996 excavation season. Further fieldwork
was undertaken in 1997. While two areas were cleared
in 1995, and limited digging begun, the real work of
excavation only commenced in 1996. In part, this 

limited endeavour serves as a pilot study to assess
the feasibility and potential value of a longer term
project on the production of archaeological knowl
edge conducted over an extended period of time and
in greater depth.

The study is part of the broader concern at
(^atalhoyiik to develop greater self-reflexivity within
archaeological theory and methodology. Indeed,
since the late 1980s, considerable attention has been
paid within archaeology to the recognition that ar
chaeological practice is always socially and politi
cally situated (Wylie 1994; Pinsky & Wylie 1989; Gero
1996). Close empirical analyses of the conditions un
der which specific assumptions or forms of practice
arise have begun to be undertaken. The Qatalhoyiik
excavation takes this in a new direction through ex
ploration of what might constitute a postprocessual
field project. Effectively the challenge is to consider
how greater reflexivity about the way in which ar
chaeological knowledge has been produced in the
past can inform, change and improve, or benefit,
current practice. These points frame the C^atalhoyiik
project and underpin my study.

This challenge is currently also being taken up
in other projects. On the basis of an examination of
what she calls conventionalised narratives, Joan Gero
(1996), for example, argues that the routinized ac
counting for field methodologies ultimately distorts
what is done on site. She goes on to suggest develop
ing alternative narratives for accounting for field
practice, new (and yet largely untried) ways of re
vealing what was actually archaeologically under
taken, to produce greater insight into how knowledge
is 'in fact' constructed and to emphasize the role of
archaeologist as knowledge-producing agent. This
present research project is similarly concerned with
how archaeological knowledge is constructed, but
more importantly also seeks to review how new and 
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experimental methodologies, implemented in re
sponse to the recognition of the constructed nature
of archaeological knowledge, work. What does an
explicitly reflexive and interactive methodology fa
cilitate, and what are its limitations, its sticking points
and sites of abrasion? In short, what happens on an
excavation where the idea of 'objectivity' is not ef
fortlessly invoked, where scientific procedures are
constantly investigated for their poetics and politics,
and where more, or at least as many, 'brownie points'
are gained for exposing an assumption as a 'find'?
How is knowledge produced by archaeologists oc
cupied with postprocessual concerns?

Once operationalized, this study quickly ex
panded its reflexive ambit from being an attempt by
a non-archaeologist to document and analyze proce
dures and developments within the (^atalhbyuk
project, to a situation where occasions of interaction
between this researcher and the archaeologists cre
ated conditions in which the archaeologists were
able, and in some instances obliged, to reflect on
their daily practices. These occasions fed into broader
processes of reflexivity built into the heart of the
Qatalhoyuk project. In short, the present study does
not simply document and analyse developments at
Qitalhdyiik but also contributes to their shaping.

As such, the study emphasizes in new ways the
participant part of the deployed methodology of par
ticipant-observation. It involves the studying of not
a physically distant and culturally remote society,
but the anthropologists' closest kin, archaeologists,
many of whom have some training as anthropolo
gists and honed understandings of the powers, im
plications and limitations of an anthropological gaze
as well as the capacity and opportunities to chal
lenge the ethnographer's authority. It is furthermore
not an instance of applied anthropology seeking to
find solutions to problems, and yet is a case where
intervention cannot be withheld. A spin-off of this
project will be an assessment of the implications for
the broad project of ethnography of this particular
exercise in participation.

While the study is in part an ethnography of
the production of postprocessual archaeological
knowledge at Qatalhoyiik and hopefully in the long-
run will yield a fine-grained analysis of archaeologi
cal practice, it is explicitly not conceived of as an
ethnography of the archaeologists at (jlatalhoyuk. In
other words, the full extent of social relations at
Qatalhoyiik is not the object of study nor is the re
search method confined to participant-observation.

Deconstructionism, historicization, detailed
contextualization and performance analysis are other 

strategies utilized in diverse combinations. The ma
terials on which this chapter is based were derived
from a mixture of informal interviews, analysis of
various texts produced by and about the project, in
addition to the participant-observation from within
the project by being a working member of the project,
not as an excavator but as a notebook specialist with
the (non-archaeological) brief of doing this particu
lar exercise. The study thus refuses disciplinary or
methodological containment as part of its own ex
plicit research strategy.

The present study, an exercise in meta-reflexiv-
ity, is itself one device among a host of others built
into the Qatalhoyiik research project designed to en
courage reflexivity, and as has already been sug
gested, came also to facilitate a degree of interaction
among participants. The linkage between reflexivity
and interaction is not inevitable, but has been, in
other areas, actively structured into the Qatalhdyiik
project.

In the next section of the chapter I will briefly
summarize some of the devices built into the
Qitalhoyuk project to facilitate interaction and re
flexivity. I will rely on the fact that other chapters in
this volume have already begun to introduce these
features. To extend the metaphor with which I
opened this chapter, I liken these pioneering devices
to the mud-bricks moulded in situ at Qatalhoyiik
some nine thousand years ago. I will not be focusing
on those devices which have been entirely success
ful — the bricks that have held their shape. Rather, I
will focus on the faultlines of the project: I will try to
distinguish between methodological 'bricks' which
might be thought to have 'slumped' once in situ, and
those which have been forced out of alignment as a
result of structural rupture or contradiction. I will
try to account for why some courses 'slumped' and
others 'ruptured', and finally and most tentatively, I
will seek to assess the significance of the slumpings
and ruptures for the methodologies being developed

.at (^atalhoyiik. The focus of this first, very prelimi
nary paper on faultlines was suggested by the work
of the French literary theorist, Pierre Machery. The
central idea that 1 adapt somewhat loosely from his
approach to textual analysis is that rather than ex
amining a work, or a set of practices, for their conti
nuities, successes or failures, it is often useful to seek
rather the points of rupture or contradiction and try
to understand why they are present, to see what
they say about the matters in hand. This seemed also
a way of being able to say some things about a body
of research that I must emphasize is as yet in a very
early stage.
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Moulding the building bricks of a postprocessual
methodology

A variety of devices can be identified at Qatalhoyuk
which constitute the moulds for the bricks that might
eventually be built into a postprocessual methodol
ogy for archaeology. The excavation diaries kept by
the project director, supervisors, and others provide
a daily account of the evolving logic of the excava
tion, its successes and errors, and its suggestiveness.
The recording on film of daily occasions of excava
tion and interpretation also hold out enormous prom
ise for encouraging and facilitating a reflexive
approach to the activities of interpretation involved
in the processes of excavation and in the generation
of the data on which archaeological analysis is based.
The imminent integration of the video material into
the project's on-line and publicly accessible data base
will place it at the heart of the research exercise
alongside the data regarding ceramics, faunal re
mains, lithics and so on.

The data base itself is founded on a commit
ment to providing specialists in various sub-fields
ready access to each other's material and working
interpretations, and thereby creating possibilities for
breaking out of forms of explanation and analysis
limited by the horizons of the various specialities
and for thinking critically
and innovatively about the
conventions of the sub-dis
ciplines.

Another device struc
tured into the field project
is the attendance by the on
site but lab-based specialists
of regular tours of the exca
vation areas. These are
designed to keep the spe
cialists up-to-date and fa
miliar with developments in
the excavation areas and to
provide the excavators with
rapid feedback on what the
laboratory people are dis
covering.

The location of a social
anthropologist in the nearby
village of Kiiqukkoy (see
Chapter 14, this volume)
opens up for consideration
the implications and effects
of the Qatalhoyuk project on
the village and vice versa.

Tours and discussions of the site, specially laid on
for the local Turkish workers employed on the
project, similarly provide an opportunity for consid
eration of the nature of this mutual impact, and
begin to recognize the diversity of knowledges
about Qatalhbyuk. Acknowledgement of popular
knowledges and appropriations of Qatalhoyiik, in
cluding the concerns of Mother Goddess cultists who
visit the site, are thus not ignored because of their
lack of scientific underpinnings. A variety of local,
visitor and tourist needs of the site already show
signs of affecting the development of the site, and
the notion of a purely scientific project untouched
by the pressures of public, popular and sometimes
rival needs and interpretations is eschewed.

A still greater degree of multivocality is invited
within the project. Discrete aspects of the project
operate with relative autonomy; separate teams with
different research agendas are invited to excavate,
and diversity of participation and interpretation is
emphasized. Mid-season in 1996 at least ten nation
alities were present at the site. A storytelling session
held in the middle of the season underscored the
commitment to multiple interpretations of Qatal-
hoyiik.

Conservation, public presentation of a site and
the availability of data often come years after an 

Figure 10.1. Qitalhdyiik 1996: Janies and Arlene Mellaart discuss the 1960s
excavations with conservator Connie Silver. Ian Hodder and Caroh/n Hamilton listen
in while the Karlsruhe team film the group. The whole is being photographed by
Shahina Farid, while Orrin Shane who took this photograph captures the entire scene.2
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excavation is completed, but at Qatalhoyiik these
features are moved up in time to proceed in step with
excavation. A local journalist spent a week on site
obtaining a close-up view of its progress and contrib
uted to putting knowledge of Qatalhoyuk up-front
for the public at an early stage in the history of the
excavation. The 'Friends of Qatalhbyiik' actively pro
mote public interest in and knowledge of the site.

In short then, the project is characterized by a
range of features implemented to promote open, non
authoritarian and multivocal interpretations, wide in
teraction, and a high degree of reflexivity, and designed
optimally to create a setting for a recursive relationship
between data and theory enabling innovative thinking
while shifting ownership of knowledge of Qatalhoyiik
out of the hands of the archaeologists currently at
work on the project. Investigation of how these fea
tures worked in practice in the 1996 season revealed,
however, a series of faultlines, indicating that they
were not implemented without some form of slump
ing, and even minor earthquakes. Some of the result
ant faultlines are the focus of this chapter; others
await long-term assessment.

It is a premise of the approach adopted for this
research that these features of the project, and the
project as a whole, are fundamentally shaped by the
multiple contexts of Qatalhbyuk. But, just as object
and context on site shift in relation to each other and
to the interpretive framework applied to them, so
too in the postprocessual methodology of Qatalhbyiik
are the faultlines and their contexts mutually consti
tutive.

The multiple contexts of Qitalhdyuk

The primary context of the current Qatalhbyuk exca
vation is that constituted by the previous excavation
of the site by James Mellaart in the early 1960s (see
Chapter 7, this volume). Mellaart's reports and his
book emphasized the preservation at (^atalhoyiik of
what has come to be regarded as an example of
'advanced civilization', a centre of artistic achieve
ment and elaborate ritual. From the point of view of
the public, Qatalhoyiik became something of a house
hold name in the 1960s while amongst archaeolo
gists it achieved renown not only for its art and rich
symbolism, but also for its significance for the un
derstanding of early villages, processes of urbaniza
tion and the development of 'complex societies'.
Mellaart's excavation was terminated in 1965, fol
lowing a series of controversies which surrounded
this excavation and other of his projects. These in
cluded the so-called Dorak Affair in which Mellaart 

fell under suspicion of having appropriated jewel
lery finds from Dorak; a scandal over the illegal sale
of antiquities by workmen at his Hacilar excavation,
and finally a further uproar concerning problems at
Qatalhoyiik. The current reopening of the site has
demanded that due attendance be given to this legacy
and to guarantees regarding the conservation of the
finds.

Indeed, the location of the site in Turkey where
strict regulations pertain regarding excavation per
mission, monitoring of excavation, storage and the
removal of finds constitutes yet another of Qatal-
hoyiik's contexts.

The Mellaart legacy is by no means confined to
the perception of problems around his handling of
significant finds. Perhaps more important for the
current excavation is the way in which Qatalhoyiik
became fixed in the popular imagination and thereby
set up all sorts of preconceptions, expectations and
potential assumptions around the present excava
tion. As one participant in the project commented,
'Qatalhbyiik is almost of mythical significance.' As
such there are substantial demands on Qatalhoyiik
emanating from the Mother Goddess cultists, tour
ists, museologists and others.

At the same time, the archaeological signifi
cance of (^atalhoyiik exerts its own pressure. As a
high prestige site regarded as especially significant
in the emergence of 'civilization', its reopening made
it the object of widespread academic attention. The
Director commented on how its status made it possi
ble to attract the best people in various fields to
work in the project. All participants remarked on
what an extraordinary thing it is to work on such a
site. One consequence of its status is that everyone
concerned with the project brings to it both high
expectations and deep commitment. They show
themselves to be especially motivated to do the best
possible job, with the greatest care, the best methods
and the latest technology. A huge range of special
ists and highly experienced field excavators congre
gated at Qatalhoyiik — numbers in excess of what
any of the participating archaeologists are accus
tomed to — eager to participate in this exercise. As
one participant commented, 'At Qatalhbyiik there
are more specialists per square metre dug than any
where else.' As much as many were eager to work at
Qitalhdyiik so too were other Near East archaeolo
gists perturbed by the prospect of the prestigious
Qitalhdyuk site being excavated by archaeologists
with no experience in Anatolian, and limited involve
ment in Near Eastern, archaeology.

The contested development of the school of 
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postprocessual archaeology constitutes yet another
context of the present project. An often repeated
remark made of the postprocessual archaeologists is
that the theory may not be good to dig with; effec
tively, the (^atalhoyuk excavation is made to test the
proposition that postprocessual theory can generate
better archaeology. This test-case status exerts par
ticular pressures on the excavation that demand con
sideration.

The final, but perhaps the most important, con
text is that of funding. The Turkish government was
motivated to reopen the site at C^atalhoyuk primarily
because of the extent of this particular project's in
tention to invest in the excavation process the latest
methods and the best specialists over a projected 25-
year period, but, more importantly from the point of
view of the Turkish authorities, the project's com
mitment to develop the site and to present the site to
the public early on during the excavation, and to do
so in a sophisticated, well-capitalized way.

These commitments, which gave access to the
site, in part dictated the scale and shape of the project,
and the amounts of funding needed. The demand
from the Turkish government for high calibre re
search matched with the concern of the participating
archaeologists to treat this particular site with the
maximum care. Other than bodies like the British
Academy, funders are not typically committed to
the scientific excellence of the process of an excava
tion, but rather to the value for themselves of the
results of the excavation. What constitutes in their
eyes 'results' at Qatalhdyiik is in part a product of
expectations created by the sensationalism of what
Mellaart found, and the need for products which
resonate with the understanding and the demands
of the public at large. In short, the funders are look
ing for spectacular material finds in the realm of art
and architecture, finds which can be preserved, un
veiled for journalists and generally shown off.

The next section of the chapter identifies some
of the faultlines of the project. I will confine my
discussion to three examples, though there are a
host of others that could be discussed.

The faultlines

The data base, much-vaunted as a device for interac
tion, manifested its own faultlines. Participants con
sidered themselves to be under too much pressure
to consult through the data base each other's mate
rial, the excavation diaries, or even the basic excava
tion documentation — the unit sheets. This, together
with technological hitches, led to the marginalization 

of the data base in the 1996 season. Furthermore,
discussions around the data base, in part but not
exclusively facilitated by my research enquiries, drew
attention to the way in which the structure of the
data base continued to constrain participants within
set categories and actively inhibited the interroga
tion of categories which a postprocessual and con
textual approach hoped to facilitate. To some degree,
the data base insists on constituting objects and de
limiting them from contexts in a manner at odds
with the project's emphasis elsewhere on the need
for provisionality on this question.

But as much as the data base which was de
signed to facilitate openness imposed its own new
constraints, it must be noted that this tension did not
pass unnoticed, but became an object of attention.
No one was complacent about the data base. This
building brick may have slumped and lost some
thing of its intended form but it was nonetheless a
solid aspect of the emerging methodology. What I
mean here is that for all that the data base restricts
interaction, and may in some respects be reinforcing
categories, it was also the focus of anxiety over pre
cisely these features. Let us take another example:
the video footage designed to promote reflexivity
about on-site interpretation in data gathering.

Entering of filmed clips on the data base ini
tially proved time-consuming and lagged behind
daily filming. A need for substantial editing emerged,
both at the level of the performance actually com
mitted to film and also subsequently in the photo
graphic lab in discarding footage prior to entering it
into the data base. Editing demanded daily deci
sions as to what was 'important' and what was not.
This appeared to compromise the potential of the
filmed material to capture aspects of the interpretive
process on site which the participants were not con
scious of or may have deemed 'unimportant'. In
other words, the directing and editing imposes and
conceals precisely the kind of interpretive closure
that the videoing seeks to reveal.

We can take this point one step further and
argue that the videoing and finished works produced
by the film crew for public presentation which al
ready present the site to the public through selective
use of daily footage and virtual reality reconstruc
tion constrain the visual interpretation and imagin
ing of the site.

But again these constraints, working to exactly
the opposite effect of the project's aims, began, in the
course of the 1996 season to be revealed, partly
through my investigations, and through a host of
other developments. As with the data base, the way 
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in which the videoing constrained interpretation as
much as it opened it up began to be actively dis
cussed. Likewise, sensitivity began to develop to the
range of visual conventions operationalized at
Qatalhoyuk — in plans, cross-sections, photographs,
footage and so on — and to how these conventions
themselves constrain both interpretation and the pub
lic presentation of the site.

In contrast to my first two examples, my third
and final example does not take up a feature de
signed to facilitate a postprocessual methodology,
but a feature introduced to speed-up the excavation,
the division of the team broadly into two categories,
so-called 'diggers' and 'specialists' (field staffer ex
cavators, and laboratory staff).

One of the most substantial faultlines to mani
fest itself was initially conceptualized by the project
participants as a 'tension between diggers and spe
cialists'. In order to facilitate the sophisticated
processing of excavated material on site, professional
excavators experienced at speedy contract archaeol
ogy were employed to dig, and a range of specialists
taken on to handle the finds in on-site laboratories.
Where ideally a postprocessual methodology might
seek to ensure maximum interaction between the
various participants, this structural arrangement po
tentially enforced segregation. A further range of
devices was implemented to counteract any such
tendencies, including regular tours of the excavation
by the lab-based personnel and the introduction of
elaborate sampling procedures designed to provide
the lab-based specialists with a wealth of contextual
information.

Some three weeks into the season, the specialist
tours of the excavations were criticized by field staff
for being time-consuming. Laboratory staff demands
on field staff were deemed by the latter to be intoler
able. In particular, the field staff claimed that the
number of samples which they were required to take
was so large that it affected adversely the capacity of
the excavators to do their job, that of digging. Every
time the excavators recognized a new unit, they were
obliged to plan it, take spot heights, fill out a unit
sheet, take a bulk (flotation) sample from the centre
of the unit, an archive sample, and on occasion an
average sample, a residue sample, pot sample, a
photograph and a host of other possibilities depend
ing on the particular character of the unit (see Chap
ters 2 & 3). In addition, certain of the excavators
expressed frustration about being stalled in their ex
cavation of a space while they waited on specialists
to complete particular operations, such as the taking
of sections or sampling of bricks. The intensity of the 

sampling procedures implemented at Qatalhoytik
had the spin-off effect of making excavation with a
section or in metre squares especially onerous and
time-consuming. What emerged then was that the
demand for scientific excellence and for the detailed
information needed for contextual archaeology
seemed to be putting a strain on the desired goal of
interaction. The camera crews, frequent public,
funder and promoter tours of the site and the de
mands of this research exacerbated the excavators'
sense of'wasting valuable time'.

The anxieties of the field staff were summa
rized in the often heard claim of 'being slowed up'.
This claim was initially most vocal from excavators
working in the South area. A number of factors con
tributed to its manifestation early on in this setting.
The first is that the major part of the season was
spent removing Mellaart's in-fill and digging spaces
already excavated in the 1960s. For the most part
this meant working through large amounts of mate
rial that came to fill in buildings and spaces after
their periods of human occupation. This contrasted
sharply with developments in the North area, which
was, from the start, a pristine excavation, and which
quickly reached floors, platforms, burials and other
interesting features. Where extreme meticulousness
seemed warranted in the North area, speed was
prioritized in the South area. The detailed sampling
procedure was thus perceived as more onerous and
possibly even less rewarding in the South area.

The culture and habitus of the individual exca
vators fed into this division. Where in the North
area, only one of a team of on average seven excava
tors, worked regularly as a contract archaeologist
and the area supervisor was a research archaeolo
gist, the South area was supervised by a professional
contract archaeologist and at least four of the team
of on average eight excavators worked regularly as
contract archaeologists. Contract archaeologists are
accustomed to working competitively with tight
deadlines and under strict financial constraints. This,
it would seem, developed in them a confidence and
professional ease about rapid dismantling. An asso
ciated tendency appears to be a reliance on thinking
through the trowel and with the materials as they
are encountered in the field. It could be observed in
the South area that excavators often invited each
other to comment on current developments in the
excavation, asking a colleague to come and 'have a
look', and then moving over to accommodate the
person trowelling in the area in question. The 'con
tract archaeologists' were expert in reading the
emerging plan [stratigraphy] and at feeling their way 
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around the units being excavated. Characteristically
their processes of interpretation were immediate,
commonsensical and typically concerned with inter
preting relatively gross features and changes.

For the most part, the contract archaeologists
favoured excavation in plan over section or in
squares, though a minor exception to this needs to
be noted. Those 'contract archaeologists' who also
carried other portfolios within the project (such as a
responsibility for pot sherd processing), did not mani
fest the same degree of concern with excavating in
plan rather than with a section. This suggests that
the resistance to sections and to excavating in squares
was in part an effect of the intensity of sampling
which increased dramatically with excavation in
squares or with a section, but was also a conse
quence of how the confidence of the excavators was
established and maintained when pressures for speed
were exerted. What emerges is that excavators who
rely for their interpretation of a site solely on the
emerging logic of the stratigraphy suffer a loss of
confidence when a section or squares intervene in
their maximal reading of the space in plan. This is
expressed most strongly in their stated fear of being
'misled by the section' in the one case, or being un
able to link up the squares in the other. As Farid put
it in her excavation diary entry of 9 September 1996,
'... a section can inform on the events in one particu
lar location through time but 5-10 cm further in, the
storey [sic., but a great slip for the stratigraphically-
concerned] will change, and also sections rarely solve
problems over a wide expanse of area'.

The opposite position was held for the most
part by research archaeologists, and was most mani
fest in the North area. In contrast to the contract
archaeologists' interpretation through trowelling and
feel, the research archaeologists emphasized 'seeing'
and 'cleaning'. Characteristically their processes of
interpretation were deferred, 'scientific', relatively
detailed, even micro, in scale, and concerned on oc
casion to explain what did not endure as remains, or
what might be absent.

As with the data base and the video footage,
these faultlines generated their own highly produc
tive spin-offs. Professional excavators and labora
tory specialists alike were constantly forced to
reconsider their own practices and investigate their
assumptions. In all three instances, a condition of
destabilization prevailed that might be considered
the heart of a methodology concerned to promote
reflexivity and interaction. While to a certain extent
all three examples evidence the effects of funding
and speed imperatives, those effects are the most 

threatening and potentially deleterious to the pro
ductive tension between the professional excavators
and the laboratory specialists.

Qitalhoyiik is under considerable pressure from
the Turkish authorities and the funders to show re
sults quickly and make spectacular finds, to make
the findings accessible, and to present the site to the
public. The data base and the videoing service these
demands as much as they do the new methodology.
The division of the team into professional excavators
and lab-based specialists was a huge concession to
the need for speed and finds, but had the effect of
causing a situation of profound interrogation of ar
chaeological practice by both the professional exca
vators and the specialists. However, one month into
the season in 1996, the effects of the project's mode
of operation — the emphasis on detail and meticu
lous sampling and taking of thin sections — on the
rate of excavation was evident. The project director
reflected the pressure exerted as a result of this reali
zation in his entry in the excavation diary of Septem
ber:

I sometimes wonder whether modern archaeology
is possible — there is such an enormous disjunc
tion between the scientific requirements and ex
pectations and the public (or private) purse ... The
people with big money want so much more than
microdetail — e.g. reconstructed rooms, museums
and car parks. To do that we need to move earth.
But we aren't.

Within a week excavation in metre squares which
had been implemented in the North area since the
beginning of the season was abandoned in favour of
excavation in plan. Excavators in the South area were
given the go-ahead to judge for themselves when
sampling according to the system would impede
them, while on-site decisions were taken as to how
much variation of deposit could still be accommo
dated within one unit number. The ideal system was
foregone in favour of what was 'realistic'. At much
the same time other forms of detailed recording im
plemented either the previous season or at the be
ginning of the 1996 season were abandoned.
Detailed documentation of lithics became grosser;
at one point flotation dropped from 40 litres to 20
litres; while the specialists concerned with faunal
remains also contemplated ways of speeding up their
procedures.

Where the tension between the two approaches
was important early in the season in guaranteeing
the co-existence of both logics, towards the end of
the season funding and time constraints began to
compromise the specialists' situation and to tip the 
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balance in favour of the professional excavators. Fi
nancial pressures and the need for speed which fol
lows therefrom is common to most excavations. At
Qitalhoyiik, the special significance of the site and
its particular contexts exacerbated this situation con
siderably.

Chapters 2 and 3 discuss how this deeper-lying
structural contradiction played itself out over the
later seasons. From one point of view yielding to the
pressures of funding and immediate presentation of
finds appears to run the risk of sacrificing the schol
arly imperatives of the excavation and the need for
painstaking academic research. From another point
of view these pressures force the asking of hard
questions about the social role of academic enquiry.
They ask anew what the purpose of excavation is,
what the public responsibility of archaeologists is,
and why public money should be committed to an
enterprise like the (^atalhoyuk excavation. What may
in fact be signalled here is a need for review of what
the status of university-based archaeology is in rela
tion to society at large, a question which goes to the
heart of the issue of the social and political situation
of archaeological practice.

Some of the faultlines which I have identified
and the attendant if productive condition of de
stabilization must be recognized as also being points
of structural weakness, that may threaten aspects of
the enterprise. My suggestion here is that the meth
odology being pioneered at Qatalhoyiik may need to
move beyond attempts to promote interaction and
reflexivity to think creatively about how to cope struc
turally with these weaknesses. My point here might
perhaps be best illustrated with reference to the com
mitment to making data immediately publicly avail
able. While data-accessibility is highly desirable for
all sorts of reasons, that accessibility runs the risk of
affecting adversely the participation of young schol
ars on the project. The use of the data base and the
project commitment to making data widely and im
mediately available on the internet mitigate against
the perennial problem within the discipline of ar
chaeology of researchers sitting on material from
unpublished sites for years. The engagement of a
variety of different teams in the site, albeit in differ
ent areas, further disperses control of interpretation
out of the hands of a single powerful director and
into the hands of a number of senior archaeologists.

In so doing an informal convention is disrupted.
Graduate student labour has long been an important
resource in academic excavations which are typi
cally cash-strapped. The 'deal' usually takes the fol
lowing format: graduate students process excavation 

data for the team leaders who then pull together
overall interpretations. In return the graduate stu
dent stakes out a specific area for close attention and
earns — by dint of many hours of lab work and
seasons of excavation labour — privileged access to
the relevant data which then become the basis for a
PhD thesis. There is an implicit acknowledgement in
this arrangement of a graduate student's need to
take time to learn with a body of research material.
By making data immediately available the Qatal-
hoyiik project removes this period of protected ac
cess from the apprentice archaeologists and indeed
runs the risk of allowing their labour to be exploited
without due recompense. Even recently qualified
younger archaeologists, juggling heavy junior teach
ing loads and the pressures of tenure track demands,
who do not have research money to allow them time
off to write up findings rapidly, are disadvantaged
by the system. In short, the commitment to data-
accessibility may weight participation in the project
in favour of professionals employed to dig thereby
unintentionally concentrating interpretation in the
hands of a few senior archaeologists. The guild basis
of archaeology is thereby challenged, which may or
may not be a good thing. Either way, it is likely to
cause considerable upheaval and the material condi
tions of participants' existence would benefit from
structural attention before they erupt into social
crisis. This last point indicates that structural contra
dictions are not confined to the different circum
stances of contract and academic archaeologists, but
occur in a host of other locations, such as in differ
ences of status among academic archaeologists.

Conclusion

What then do we make of the faultlines which have
been identified in this chapter? From the point of
view of structural strength, faultlines are points of
weakness. If the aim at C^atalhdyiik is to produce a
research structure with a strength set in stone, able
to withstand all pressures and pulls, then the emerg
ing project is flawed. From a position which is con
cerned with process and change, faultlines signal
points of rupture and shift. If the production of
knowledge is viewed as a process, and if the aim of
the project is to be responsive to change, the faultlines
area guarantee of flexibility, contingency, provisionality
and multiplicity. But structural resilience albeit in a
more tensile form remains important and demands
attention. It is probably essential in ensuring that a
condition of destabilization remains productive and
does not tip over into despair or demotivation.
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Note

1. This chapter is a slightly modified version of the pa
per presented at the Theoretical Archaeology Group
(TAG) conference in Liverpool, December 1996.

2. Figure 10.1 first appeared in an article by Ian Hodder
in Antiquity 71 (1997).
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Chapter 11

Rendering Realities

Nessa Leibhammer

In 1997 Ian Hodder and Carolyn Hamilton, one of
the anthropologists at the site, identified a need to
study the artistic conventions at work in archaeol
ogy with particular reference to the Qatalhdyiik
project. With this brief in mind I visited the site in
1997 and 1998. This chapter, which is a result of
those visits, hopes to show how images do not only
serve to illustrate texts but, in themselves, shape
knowledge in ways of which the viewer, as well as
the illustrator, is often not aware. It also seeks to
argue for a parity of discourse between the textual
and the visual since assumptions made about pic
tures are often not thought of as critical.

During 1997, while at the site, some team mem
bers expressed the feeling that they experienced a
sense of loss when recording information according
to 'scientific' conventions. Hodder also noted that
the 'scientific' drawings did not capture the often
powerful 'atmosphere' of Qatalhdyiik. My brief was
then broadened to include the generation of my own
images of the site which are of an 'interpretive' and
aesthetic nature and which complement the more
'scientific' recordings generally produced.

Diversity and difference

Visual images produced by both early and current
phases of the Qatalhdyiik project take many forms.
They range from measured drawings of excavated
layers, executed in fine black line, to 'artistic' recon
structions of what life might have been like 9000
years ago rendered dramatically in Baroque tech
niques of chiaroscuro (see Fig. 11.5). This range
is not surprising since, as Hodder notes, 'archaeol
ogy . . . brings together the "softer" humanities and
social sciences with the "harder" physical and natu
ral sciences' (Hodder 1992, 11). Although this diver
sity exists, different types of rendering currently occur
in very separate settings. The 'scientific' illustrations
are used to illustrate finds, plans, sections, eleva

tions and to create maps and charts while the more
'aesthetic' images are produced for the public and
are found in museum displays, magazine articles
and on the web-site. A fusion of these two 'types' of
illustration occurred in 1998 when John Swogger, an
archaeologist and the site artist, produced a number
of drawings of what Qatalhoyiik, and the people
who lived there in the past, might have looked like
(see Chapter 12). He also drew a series which de

Figure 11.1. Drawing showing tooth-wear patterns on a
male adult. (Published in Qatal News 5, 1998, 19.)
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Figure 11.2. Tentative reconstruction In/ John Swagger
which illustrates what sort of activity might have caused
the tooth-wear patterns shown in Figure 7 7.7.

picted how change in use over time affected the
structure and appearance of one of the spaces. These
images are closely based on evidence and data from
the site (e.g. Fig. 11.2). It is yet to be seen how these
drawings will be used by the project — whether they
will be seen as 'scientific' or interpretive.

The neglected image

Postprocessual archaeology has subjected its textual
recordings to a great deal of analytic scrutiny. While
issues which deal with the way text constructs mean
ing from material objects have been extensively ex
plored (see Hodder el al. 1995; Shanks & Tilley 1994;
Bapty & Yates 1990), visual images have not yet
received the same amount of attention (see Moly-
neaux 1997). As Topper comments, scientific illustra
tion has either been taken for granted or ignored. In
an article on the epistemology of scientific illustra
tion he comments that:

(f)or several decades, art historians, psychologists,
philosophers, and other theorists have been direct
ing much effort towards understanding the nature
of visual imagery. Nevertheless, a reading of this
literature reveals that little has been directed to
wards the study of scientific illustration. (Topper
1996, 215)

While illustrations of a diagrammatic nature are rec
ognizable as 'artificial' conventions used to convey
information, realistically rendered images assert
themselves in the viewer's perception in a different
way. Moser points out that less diagrammatic and
more 'realistic' reconstructions which illustrate 'sci
entific' texts:

achieve much in the way of convincing us that they
are a reasonable explanation of the data, because
they make use of a range of icons and symbols that
draw on our own human experience. They are fun
damentally different from other types of archaeo
logical illustration — such as stratigraphic sections,
models or diagrams — in the sense they are pre
sented in a naturalistic format that is a highly fa
miliar form of representation. (Moser 1996, 213)

Visual theorists Bryson, Gombrich and Mitchell have
written extensively on the nature of images, yet little
of this has spilled over into archaeological theory.
This is particularly evident with regard to Neolithic
archaeology, which lacks a suitably refined and dif
ferentiated language of representation capable of
speaking about images and the way they codify in
formation in very particular ways.1 This chapter seeks
to develop an understanding of how images create
meaning not just explicitly through their iconology2
but implicitly through their very construction. The
chapter will only touch on a few aspects of this vast
area of study. It will look at the 'scientific' render
ings of plans, sections, elevations, isometric projec
tions, finds and the Harris matrix as well as the use
of the photograph as archive. The more 'aesthetic'
reconstructions as seen in the Illustrated London News,
in the Museum of Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara,
in virtual reality renderings and my own drawings
will also be discussed.

Absence of the original and the importance of the
image

Material evidence is the foundation on which the
understanding of Neolithic, or any other, archaeol
ogy is based. Unfortunately the researcher cannot
always have this evidence close at hand and further
more, once excavated, the evidence undergoes dis
ruption. The mud-brick structures of Qatalhoyiik are
particularly problematic since, as the site is exca
vated, the archaeological contexts are destroyed. Not
only are they destroyed but the finds are removed to
museums displays and storerooms.3 The recording
and documenting of evidence by the excavation team
becomes critical as primary material on which to
base further research. The visual images, no less than 
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the written documentation, are crucial to the genera
tion and interpretation of theory about the site. The
potency of the reproduction is obvious — the 'pres
ence' of the original archaeological object is super
seded by its textual and visual rendition. This
rendition remains pervasive through the successive
replications of the site.

The imperfection of the image

Unmediated access to the 'real' or 'original' object or
context through illustration cannot exist. Forms of
illustration that are thought of as recording 'fact' or
'knowledge' are always encoded by pictorial con
vention. The knowledge that they encode is made vis
ible through conventions and techniques, which shape
the very nature of that knowledge. The impossibility
of achieving isomorphism (an exact replica) applies
to all images but the degree of accuracy and the per
centage of fact will vary considerably depending on
the modality used, the skill exercised, the amount of
information available and the kind of information se
lected in the rendering of a particular image.

Photographs, realistically-rendered imagesand
virtual reality constructions, in particular, have a
way of seeming self-evident and sufficient, conceal
ing their status as signs. In a discussion on the na
ture of images visual theorists Norman Bryson and
Mieke Bal hold that:

the modernist no less than the humanist discourses
are constructed in such a way as to prevent realiza
tion that when we confront works of art, we enter
the field of the sign and semiosis. (Bryson & Bal
1991,184)

No image has a special claim on reality — no image
can 'possess reality or the truth' and, since no 'per
fect' reality exists 'out there', no 'perfect replication'
can be produced (Bryson 1983, 6). Once it is accepted
that no illustration, even those that are 'rendered
realistically', has any 'special' relationship to nature
and the truth, and that all images operate within a
system of signs and symbols, then it becomes easier to
discuss these as meaningful/meaning-full constructs
which interface between the viewer and the world.

Making meaning with marks

The study of technical processes used in the con
struction of images is an area that seldom receives
concentrated attention. In a chapter entitled 'The
Essential Copy' Bryson points out that:

[bjesides the codes of the real, there are codes spe
cific to the material signifying practice of painting;

codes which cannot be mastered, so to speak, sim
ply by inhaling the atmosphere ot a given culture.
To approach the image from the sociology or an
thropology of knowledge is to risk ignoring the im
age as the product of technique. II the concrete nature
of technique is overlooked, analysis ot the image
falls into immediate simplification; only its seman
tic or iconological side is noted. (Bryson 1983, 16)

Artistic conventions deliver specific information —
what they do or do not contain can be measured by
comparing them with other codes and conventions
but more arguably by comparison with the original
physical entity. An archaeological line drawing of a
ceramic vessel appears very different to, and carries
a different set of information from, a painting of the
same vessel in the style of a seventeenth-century
Dutch master. Each artist uses a unique mark and
each medium and aesthetic convention will deter
mine possibilities of representation. The features and
relationships the pencil picks out will be different to
those of the brush or the pen, the artist always 'see
ing' the motif in terms of the medium.

No technique or style existed as a 'natural' way
to illustrate the world and its objects. Artists de
velop styles and techniques as vehicles to communi- •
cate information. As the nature of the information
changes so will the styles and techniques used. A
new medium can also change visual languages and
thus the possibilities of depiction. It has been sug
gested that the development of oil painting in the
fifteenth century was responsible for the sumptuous
style of Late Gothic and Renaissance realism. The oil
medium enabled the depiction of glowing light and
the nuanced tones of things in the world such as
flesh, fabric, fur and metal in intense detail not pre
viously possible (Gardiner 1959, 356). Gombrich
makes it quite clear that the artist, no less than the
writer, needs a vocabulary to render an image. For
the artist this vocabulary is manifest in their graphic
techniques and aesthetic style. It is possible to draw
attention to the way information is included and
excluded by studying these conventions.

Compression, inflation and exclusion

In Envisioning Information, Tufte (1990) writes exten
sively on the translation of three-dimensional evi
dence into two-dimensional information. Speculating
on the 'loss suffered' when three-dimensional data
are 'compressed' onto a two-dimensional surface,
Tufte sees this as both a necessary and a strategic
loss (Tufte 1990, 13-14). Information is only work
able in a format that is usable and practical such as a
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(

Figure 11.3. Example of ‘scientific’ drawing which illustrates handmade and wheelmade forms Qatalhbyiik West.
(Published in Plodder 1996,165.)
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flat sheet or screen. Illustrations of very large origi
nals can be reduced in scale and very small originals
(even microscopic ones) made large. Another con
sideration is that an illustration cannot capture the
entire 'presence' of the original since this would con
stitute the recreation of the original. Diagrammatic
rendering thus begins the process of shaping and
selecting information so that it is 'easier' and 'clearer'
to work with. 'Compression' is not always necessary
— some archaeological procedures structure evidence
so that it approximates the format of the drawing
and, therefore, does not undergo volumetric distor
tion when fitted onto the page format. In rendering
sections of the site the archaeologist draws informa
tion from a two-dimensional original. The single
plane of data — the cut down through exposed lay
ers of the site — is used to plot information across a
two-dimensional surface.

Recovering volume

A viewer can recover a sense of volume from a sec
tion in two ways. Firstly, the viewer was present at
the time of excavation and has a memory of the area
beyond the section cut. But memory in this case is
not useful for scholarship since it is personal and not
available for general sharing. Alternatively the sec
tion is viewed together with the appropriate plan
enabling a sense of the spatial form of the area to be
recreated. This occurs through active mental imag
ining on the part of the viewer — the reconstruction
of those parts that occupied the space between the
plan and the section. This 'filling in' of data needs a
viewer who is versed in the codes of representation.

Consider how much detail, how much latent
evidence, is eliminated in this selective process. Both
plan and section are determined and 'designed' by
the archaeologist, who selects the sections to plot,
who cleans the area and selects what to exclude and
what to include in the recording. External factors
such as humidity and prevailing light condition also
affect what the archaeologist can see and thus what
is recorded. These all impact on what information is
available for study and what never features in the
data base.

But the practice of archaeology is about sam
pling — it deals with partial information — if it did
not it would be impractical. It must be borne in mind
that specific diagrammatic configurations such as
plans, sections and elevations deliver specific details
about a site leaving out a plethora of information not
considered important and thus addressing only very
selective sections of the site.

Depicting time and space

None of these diagrams engage the complex way
three-dimensional shapes of actual sediments and
remains interlock with each other at all points of
their surface area. The concept of geological time is
also implicitly present in sections and elevations —
what is below is perceived as being earlier in time,
following the principle of sedimentation. To coun
teract this rather linear concept an alternative sys
tem of recording — the Flarris matrix — was
developed, a system which gives the archaeologist
the capacity to include a more accurate reflection not
only of the stages of the site deposition but also the
sequences of excavation. Fundamental to the con
struction of this matrix is the concept of the archaeo
logical unit. The boundaries of discrete archaeological
elements are decided by the excavating archaeolo
gist who records each one on a separate unit sheet.
Each sheet is unique and is given a number, which is
part of a sequence. Archaeological features such as
bins, walls and ovens are made up of many units
and are each given a feature number.

The Flarris matrix allows the excavating archae
ologist to plot the association of these units with
each other and record their archaeological sequences
in the underground three-dimensional puzzle. Not
only does the Matrix develop a convention by which
a third dimension — 'space' — can be indicated but
it also allows a fourth dimension — 'time' — to be
introduced. Hammond writes that:

[t]he idea of a stratigraphic diagram which was
procedurally rigorous, forcing the excavator to ac
count for every defined context in a spatial and
chronological relation to its neighbors (Hammond
1993, foreword).

Although the element of 'time', and change over time,
is considered significant and methods are devised
whereby its presence and effect can be shown (as in the
Harris matrix) other areas of visual rendering practise
a systematic excision or 'freezing' of time.

The timelessness and authority of the scientific
drawing

'Scientific' drawings, which strive to record accu
rately aspects of an object or site, present themselves
as enduring and absolute. Renderings of particular
categories of archaeological artefacts, such as finds
or architectural structure, fall under this visually
selective convention. Outlined with a single, unbro
ken, black line on a white surface — the drawings
leave no scope for either the imagination or the eye
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Figure 11.4. Section of Harris matrix from the South area showing relationships between units.
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to engage the dialectic process of vision between
beholder and object. In fixing the image a sense of
timelessness, of completeness and factual accuracy
is imparted. The linear depiction of a ceramic sherd
does not encourage much imaginative interaction
between beholder and image.

In contrast, the technique which artists such as
Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt and Van Gogh used
to evoke a sense of volume, movement and the shift
ing vision of a beholder is one where the edges of
objects are neither clearly defined nor of a consistent
thickness but are broken, varied and multiple. The
eye can never really 'fix' the edge of an object firmly.
Bilateral vision keeps the eye and the object engaged
in a continuous assessment of the position and ap
pearance of the object in space — each eye 'seeing'
the object slightly differently and from a different
point. The (one-eyed) viewpoint of archaeological
drawing becomes evident in this passage from a
manual on drawing finds. It instructs that:

[i]t is useful, from the start, to develop the habit of
keeping your right eye (if right handed) directly
over the point of the pencil, and moving along
with it. It is very easy to misjudge the position of
the outline, even on relatively flat pieces, due to
the distortion caused by perspective or the angle of
view. (Griffiths et al. 1991, 97)

The high contrast rendering of black ink line-draw
ing further enhances the 'unquestionable', authori
tative presence of the illustration. The clarity of the
image is embodied not only in the polarities of black
on white but also in the thinness and singularity of
the line — it appears to have no margins for error.
But, however 'thin' the line, it has a 'thickness'. In
actuality this thickness of the line gives it two edges.
Where radical accuracy is necessary the edge (being
two surfaces of a black line) becomes ambiguous.
Which is the true surface? Rather than mark the
surface of the object or the edge of space — it deline
ates the point at which these two surfaces meet —
between the object and the non-object.

In order to highlight the manner in which dif
ferent modalities of renderings encode different sets
of information it is useful to contrast the style of
scientific rendering with the artistic 'styles' of late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century artists such
as Cezanne (1839-1906) and Monet (1840-1926).
These artists were inspired by nineteenth-century
discoveries regarding the nature of light and the
complexities of human vision and experience.

Obsessed with exploring the action of human
visual perception, many works by Cezanne depict
the edges of objects as diffuse and multiple, re-en

acting the shifting and unsecured gaze of the viewer.
As the beholder seeks to understand and grasp the
painted form in Cezanne's work she re-enacts the proc
ess of visual comprehension in physical space’ where
the edge of an object is seldom precisely defined. Com
pared to a scientific rendering of a find, a painting by
Cezanne would engender a greater sense ot three-
dimensionality of both the object and the context in
which it is placed. Much more of the 'visual noise'
around the object is captured by such a painting (or
drawing). In contrast the 'scientific' linear drawing
seeks to offer constancy and clarity — no uncertain
edges, no doubt, no ambivalence and constant space
and time. There is always loss and gain in translations;
clarity of information means absence of complexity.

Monet, less concerned about the nature of edges
and more about the passage of time, painted a fa
mous series depicting the effect of changing seasons
and transient light on haystacks in a field. The painted
haystacks are defined in strokes and swatches of
colour — colour which moves from the cold blue
and yellow of a winter day to the fiery orange red of
a summer sunset. In creating this series Monet
stressed the importance of seeing the series as a whole
and implied that to isolate a specific moment in the
life of an object was to deny an aspect of the experi
enced world — the passage of time.

Light, shadow and the academic text

A further aesthetic convention, shadow, is used to im
ply the presence of lime and space as it appears in the
physical world. But many archaeological drawings as
sume a constant shadow — one resulting from a single
constant light source positioned at the top left-hand
edge of the page. Griffiths and Jenner write that:

[Ijight for illustrative purposes is conceptual; it
should not be confused with the real illumination
which may fall on the artefact... if you attempt to
represent the light and shade as it really looks the
drawing will end up looking confused (Griffiths et
al. 1991, 100).

This abstract field,, used in the academic text, is the
site of clarity and constancy as opposed to the transi
ence and complexity of lived experience.

The corollary of the presence of shadow is the
presence of a light source, a source that could be
conceptual, natural or artificial. In 'scientific' draw
ing a conceptual source is used to facilitate clarity
and re-enacts an idealized situation. The use of ei
ther of the other two demands that the image be
perceived as existing in a physical realm. Artificial
light (such as a lamp, candle, etc.) assumes the pres-
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Figure 11.5. 'In the dawn of religion: a reconstruction of a funerary rite, nearly nine thousand years ago, at Chatal
Huyuk in Anatolia' by Alan Sorrel. (Illustrated London News, May 9"‘ 1964, 728.)

ence of human technology and thus human presence
and natural light (the sun or moon) give clues as to
the time of day or night. Thus with no shadow to
mark the time, no context or the implied presence of
people to locate it in a physical domain — the image
exists in the context of the white page, in the context
of academic authority.

Evoking 'other' presences

The 'fixing' of shadow in 'scientific' renditions is
generally accepted without question. Why is this
convention significant and what does the presence
of shadow mean for the image? From a purely prac
tical point of view shadow adds the illusion of three-
dimensional volume to the two-dimensional image
on a surface. But it does not only do this. In aesthetic
discourse light and shadow can be used to evoke
'mood' and 'presence' in an image. Rosenblum dis
cusses the use of light in the work of van Gogh
showing how particular light can imbue a work with
quasi-religious overtones. He writes that:

Van Gogh's search for the supernatural in the world
of the natural gave his interpretation of light,
whether solar, lunar, or artificial, an aura of mys
tery that seems to have more to do with the magi
cal light of Friedrich and Turner than the
empirically examined light of the French Realists
and Impressionists. (Rosenblum 1983, 91-2)

In 'fixing' the shadow according to an accepted 'sci
entific' convention archaeological drawings seem to
imply that only the clear light of reason is present —
no taint of the transcendental, no vicissitudes of the
personal, no mood or emotion to effect the docu
menting and recording of these artefacts.

The black-and-white Mellaart drawings, which
reconstruct the appearance of the interior spaces, as
excavated during the earlier phase, utilize the high
contrast convention of architectural or scientific draw
ing. Rendered isometrically the features are lit by
the artist with an intense contrast of black against
white. Light floods in, bathing the interior and cast
ing crisp shadows. The effect of the rendering con
vention results in surety, having the scientifically 
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desirable effect of brightly-lit architectural features
accessible to the investigating gaze.

This is a very different light to the one which
illuminates the scene illustrated in Figure 11.5. In
cluded in this scene are mural images that depict
vultures attacking headless humans; sculpted bulls'
and goats' heads loom large, bathed by dramatic
beams of light. Four figures kneel facing a large
bovine head and the beams of light. A scattering of
human skulls and a smoking fire add 'atmosphere'
and drama to the scene.

Not only do the motifs of the image imply a
particular kind of event, the chiaroscuro style of ren
dering, which models form in deep shadow and in
tense light, obscures edges and creates mystery. The
light (and shadow) in this image is clearly not the
descriptive light of the previous paragraph — one
which seems to assists the 'scientific' gaze — it is a
particular Baroque technique which was used to sug
gest the presence of spirituality and the non-natural
or supernatural. By manipulating conventions drawn
from Western aesthetic practice the artist has left the
beholder with a distinctive 'impression' about the
nature of religious practices in Qatalhoyuk 9000 years
ago, one of animism, idolatry and mystery.

The 'code-less' fantasy

Archaeologists, quite clearly, do not believe that sec
tion drawings and elevations capture the full 'real
ity' of a situation. The enormity of the archive and
the ongoing collection of data indicate that, at
Qatalhoyuk, no complacency exists about 'having
discovered the truth'. But the use of particular visual
codes and conventions, particularly those drawn
from the 'realistic' style, can impart a sense (to those
not versed in visual conventions) that some images
are 'code-less' and thus occupy a position close to an
original. The quote from Moser in the introduction
of this chapter draws attention to the fact that ar
chaeological representations can be made to appear
realistic when they have little purchase on the truth.
It is largely in the aesthetic (re)constructions of what
(^atalhdyiik may have looked like in the past and in
the use of the photograph as a record of the site and
the finds that the discourse of realism becomes par
ticularly significant.5

Photography

Photographs are used at the site as a complementary
record for the archiving of most aspects of the exca
vation. The photograph is a quick and easy way of 

capturing data — much faster than any hand-ren
dered image and, possibly because of this, it is used
extensively as a method of building inventories. Be
cause the photograph captures a veracity of appear
ance with the subject photographed they are valued
as satisfactory substitutes for the original. It is clear
that the photographic image is believed to capture
something close to the 'truth' at a given moment.
Mitchell describes how:

[t]he photograph, like its parent notion, the mental
impression, enjoys a certain mystique in our cul
ture that can be described by terms such as 'abso
lutely analogical' and 'message without code'
(Mitchell 1986, 61).

Because of this belief the photograph is able, ulti
mately, to stand in for the absent thing, either lost
through excavation, or made inaccessible by distance
or museum policy.

The perception that a photograph in some way
captures 'reality' is a pervasive concept. Yet the pho
tographic image is not always able to make particu
lar distinctions that may be needed. On the 1997
excavation I noted that Peter Andrews of the human
remains (taphonomy) team systematically photo
graphed the burials in situ for his records. In addi
tion to this he drew a sketch of the bones in the same
position. This was done because, in his view, the
photograph was not able to depict certain essential
aspects of skeletons. For example it could not clearly
differentiate different individuals in the same burial.
Where the actual 'field' is messy or unclear a draw
ing must be made which is essentially a selective
'map' of the site — inclusions, exclusions and focus
all being determined by what information needs to
be yielded.

(Re)constructions of the past

Realism as a stylistic convention is based on a belief
that a stable entity called the 'real' world exists and
that it is possible to observe it and render it in aes
thetic form. When reconstructions of the past are
created these rely on the genre of 'realism' to pro
duce a convincing image of what the past (might
have) looked like. Veracity to conventions of light
and shadow, depth of vision, perspective, details of
environment and images of things we know well
from our own experience such as sky, plants and
landscape combine to convince the viewer that what
is depicted is the 'real' thing.

An artist's interpretation of what life at Qatal-
hoyiik could have looked like in the past hangs in
the Ankara Museum of Anatolian Civilizations.
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Threatening clouds gather darkly to the right, over
shadowing the mood of the scene. Vultures hover
here expectantly, waiting for the corpse (which is
being transported on a bier) to be left outside the
settlement. A distant, erupting volcano adds drama
to the presence of death and impending calamity.
None of these phenomena appear to disturb the daily
routine of people who are shown going serenely
about their daily chores of skinning animals, carry
ing water and burying the dead.

We, the viewers, recognize the icons chosen for
depiction (family groups, houses, vultures). Not only
do these images refer to our life experiences but also
to those phenomena which we have seen in books
and films (volcanoes, corpses on biers, vultures hov
ering). All these are within our range of knowledge
and experience and all are rendered in a realistic
style. This scene is largely constructed in the artist's
imagination yet appeals to the canons of 'realism'
make it believable. With only fragments of informa
tion a realistically rendered image which abides by
the canons of western representation, and the norms
of the familiar, will be convincing.

Seductive images and the public domain

The virtual reality images of Qatalhdyiik generated
by the Multimedia Project based at the Hochschule 

fiir Gestaltung Karlsruhe are seductive and dramatic
(see Chapter 18). The lustrous back-lighting of the
computer screen allows the image to glow and 'live',
enhancing presence. Wall surfaces are smooth, edges
are sharply defined and mysterious lighting filters
in. Interior atmosphere is powerfully dramatized by
bulls' heads with needle-sharp, elongated horns
dominating the space and casting multiple shadows
on the walls (Fig. 11.6).

Advanced computer technology allows for the
creation of much more technically sophisticated im
ages than those generated during the Mellaart pe
riod. The images produced are seamless and enticing,
inviting the virtual traveller to traverse the smooth
silkiness of a finely pixellated surface. But the ques
tion is raised whether these images advance knowl
edge about the site beyond the scope of the earlier
Mellaart reconstructions or whether they fix the as
sumptions of these earlier interpretations more firmly
in the viewer's imagination?

The virtual reality images have their register in
the graphics generated by animated films of the most
sophisticated genre. Virtual reality production relies
on the same software as that used to create animated
cartoons. Not only does archaeology use resources
from the film industry, the animated film industry
borrows from archaeology. In the production of Mo
ses, Prince of Egypt the animation team based their

Figure 11.6. Virtual reality image offfatalhdyiik 'Shrine' E VI 8 produced by the Hochschule fiir Gestaltung Karlsruhe.
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reconstructions of ancient Egypt on the drawings of
a British Egyptologist. Thus a close relationship ex
ists between these two seemingly diverse areas of

trial reality image and it avoids the homogenizing
authority of the single, decisive, black line of the
classical archaeological drawing — the assured mark

image production. This
would explain the suitabil
ity and appeal of the vir
tual reality images as a
public front to the graphic
dimension of the project.
Where these images have
a powerful appeal in the
public domain the more in
trospective images of the
personal interpretation
address a different sensi
bility.

Artistic rendering — a
personal interpretation

Using graphite and col
oured pencil I drew a
series of interior wall sur
faces from the South area 

Figure 11.7. Drawing of Wall 66, Building 2, Space 117 rendered according to
'artistic' convention by Nessa Leibhannner. This is the same wall as depicted in Figure
11.8.

of the excavation (Fig.
11.7). The graphite and col
oured pencil medium
is the antithesis of the
smooth surface of the vir- 

WEST FACING ELEVATION

Figure 11.8. Drawing of Wall 66, Building 2, Space 117 rendered according to 'scientific' convention by John Swagger.
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Figure 11.9. Drawing of a section of Wall
79, Building 2, Space 117 by Nessa
Leibhammer.

Figure 11.10. Drawing of a section of
Wall 93, Building 2, Space 117 by Nessa
Leibhammer.

Figure 11.11. Drawing of Space 117 from
above, looking south towards Wall 79, by
Nessa Leibhammer.
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of the non-negotiable. Each surface is slowly built
up with a series of lines — diffused and broken —
which search, seeking to discover. The searching
quality of the mark allows the viewer to respond
creatively — adding their own 'interpretation' to the
drawn surface — filling in where ambiguity' is present
since the marks do not over-determine the viewer's
response. Each drawing took about three and a half
days to complete so that what is drawn is also a
compound experience of observation over time. I
drew not only what 1 saw at a given moment but
also what I knew and learnt about the subject as 1
was exposed to it. Some drawings included soil from
the site rubbed into the paper as background colour
— investing the image with the presence of 'original'
material.

The drawings are personal and interpretive.
Another artist working at the site would produce an
entirely different set of drawings not only in terms
of style but in choice of subject matter, scale, selec
tion of viewpoints, responses to light, use of me
dium and many others. Furthermore the drawings
capture a set of information different to those usu
ally selected by the conventions of modern archaeol
ogy. They record what the latter would consider
visual 'noise' e.g. the baulks left for micromorphol
ogy sampling, animal holes, roots, cracks, scatter
ings of unswept soil.

Conclusion

Images are important because they come to re
place the original objects and contexts in scholar
ship and in the public domain. They are rendered
according to conventions, which codify the infor
mation. Anyone seeking to understand and use
the images must know and understand the visual
especially when the original is not available. This
paper has sought to show how meaning and infor
mation are encoded and embodied in certain ar
chaeological images.

Postprocessual archaeology embraces interpre
tation as a seminal factor in the construction of ar
chaeological knowledge. This approach creates a
space for the production of images of a more per
sonal nature not confining archaeology to the visual
canons of most mid to late-twentieth century prac
tices. 'Artistic' renderings enrich the archaeological
archive, but the full extent of their contribution to
the Qatalhoyiik project is still uncertain. We the mak
ers of an archive do not know what future genera
tions will ask of it. It is therefore our responsibility
to make it as rich as possible.

Notes

1. See The Cultural Life of Images by Molyneux (1997) for
discussions on other areas of archaeological illustra
tion.

2. Iconology is the study of the symbolic meaning of
icons or images.

3. Storerooms are often inaccessible and a large majority
of the team are not based in Turkey making it difficult
for them to visit museum displays on a frequent ba
sis.

4. 1 hesitate to use the term 'real space' as defined by
perspectival conventions. See Mitchell (1994, 31) for a
discussion on perspective as ideology.

5. It is not in the scope of this chapter to engage fully the
phenomena of realism as a historical moment in the
figurative arts but it should be noted that it was never
a constant theme in aesthetic production but was a
dominant movement in Euro-American arts from 1840
to about 1880. Its aim was to 'give a truthful, objective
and impartial representation of the real world, based
on meticulous observation of contemporary life'
(Nochlin 1976,13). Realism is thus defined as a move
ment in the arts and should not be thought of as free
from conventions embedded in aesthetic discourses.
It should also not be confused or conflated with the
concept 'reality' which raises a plethora of philosophi
cal issues which cannot be dealt with here.
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Towards reflexive method in archaeology:
the example at £atalhoyiik
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multivocal context; and with presenting the past to local and global audiences
and participants.
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